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“There is no higher work than evangelistic canvassing, for it involves the performance of the highest moral duties.
Those who engage in this work need always to be under the control of the Spirit of God.” - CM 12

The Kentucky-Tennessee Conference sponsored a successful literature display at the Kentucky State Fair in August, 2017. The
display was under the direction of Rocky Davis, Publishing Director.
Hundreds of people stopped by the booth, some were community leaders, pastors, teachers, police, nurses, and physicians who
enrolled for the drawing of a new Bible Story set.
On the final day of the fair, among those who purchased books was prominent Doctor Luke (not his real name) and his wife, who
came to the booth and purchased, on the spot, the new Bible Story books with CDs (Children’s Century Classic—7 volumes.)

Hundreds of pieces of literature were given away and lots of drawing cards were filled out for me to follow up on. It is a wonderful
opportunity to make contacts. I met a number of known Sunday church pastors and friends, and a lot of people who were previously unknown to me. Printed pages are one of the methods to spread the gospel. People are still interested in the printed pages.
I want to thank the conference leaders for their support, and also the church members and friends who have assisted me in the
booth. We are fast approaching the end. The printing and circulation of the books and papers that contain the truth for this time
are to be our work. 8 T89 I, Dhas Pauliah, who conducted the booth, had a wonderful opportunity to help fulfill the admonition to
“Scatter publications like the leaves of autumn.” CM 5
In the blessed hope,
Dhas Pauliah
“The church must give her attention to the canvassing work. This is one way in which she is to shine in the world.
Then she will go forth, fair as the moon, clear as the sun and terrible as an army with banners.” RH Jan. 1, 1901
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Unfortunately there is no
Star Points winner this week.
We hope to see YOUR smiling face
here next week!

Testimony Stories
Don’t forget to send in your written testimonials of how God is moving in your Literature Ministry. Your submitted canvassing experiences will be featured in this newsletter and, for the time being, for each testimonial used you will receive a $50.00 check, courtesy of a generous lay donor who is a strong supporter of the
Publishing Ministry.
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